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ABSTRACT 

Diagnosis of cancer is one of the most emerging 

clinical applications in microarray gene expression 

data. However, cancer classification on microarray 

gene expression data still remains a difficult problem. 

The main reason for this is the significantly large   

number of  genes  present  relatively  compared to   

the number of available training samples. In this 

paper, we propose a hybrid feature selection 

approach that combines the correlation coefficient 

with particle swarm optimization. Gene expression  

data  is  widely  used  in  disease analysis and cancer 

diagnosis. In this study, we applied both the 

information gain and correlation-based feature 

selection method as filter approaches, and an 

improved binary particle swarm optimization as a 

wrapper approach to implement feature selection; 

selected gene subsets were used to evaluate the 

performance of classification. Experimental results 

show that by employing the proposed method fewer 

gene subsets needed to be selected and better 

classification accuracy could be obtained. Diagnosis 

of cancer is one of the most emerging clinical 

applications in microarray gene expression data. 

However, cancer classification on microarray gene 

expression data still remains a difficult problem. The 

main reason for this is the significantly large number 

of genes present relatively compared to the number 

of available training samples. In this work, a hybrid 

feature selection approach that combines the 

correlation coefficient with particle swarm 

optimization is proposed. After the process of feature 

selection is performed, the selected genes are 

subjected to Extreme Machine Learning Classifier. 

Experimental results show that the proposed hybrid 

approach reduces the number of effective levels of 

gene expression and obtains higher classification 

accuracy and uses fewer features compared to the 

same experiment performed using the traditional tree-

based classifiers like J48, random forest, random 

trees, decision stump and genetic algorithm as well. 

Keywords: Feature selection, Correlation coefficient, 

Particle Swarm Optimization, Extreme Learning 

Machine, Gene expression data, microarray. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DNA microarray technology allows simultaneous 

monitoring and measuring of thousands of gene 

expression activation levels in a single experiment[1]. 

This technology is currently used in medical 

diagnosis and gene analysis. Many microarray 

research projects focus on clustering analysis and 

classification accuracy. In clustering analysis, the 

purpose of clustering is to analyze the gene groups 

that show a correlated pattern of the gene expression 

data and provide insight into gene interactions and 

function. Research on classification accuracy is 

aimed at building an efficient model for predicting 

the class membership of data, produce a correct label 

on training data, and predict the label for any 

unknown data correctly[2]. Typically, gene 

expression data possess a high dimension and a small 

sample size, which makes testing and training of 

general classification methods difficult. In general, 

only a relatively small number of gene expression 
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data out of the total number of genes investigated 

shows a significant correlation with a certain 

phenotype [41] [42]. In other words, even though 

thousands of genes are usually investigated, only a 

very small number of these genes show a correlation 

with the phenotype in question. 

Over the few decades, bioinformatics has become a 

more and more notable research field since it allows 

biologists to make full use of the technologies in 

computer science and computational statistics to 

analyze the data of an organism at the genomic, 

transcriptomics and proteomic levels1,2,3[3]. One of 

the major tasks in biomedicine is the classification 

and the prediction of microarray data3. With the 

rapid development of DNA microarray technology, 

classification of microarray data is a challenging task 

since gene expression datasets are often with 

thousands of genes but a small number of samples4. 

Tumor classification is one of the conventional 

problems in microarray gene expression data, and 

includes tumor detection and prediction of some rare 

diseases5[4]. These studies are of tremendous 

importance for accurate cancer diagnosis and subtype 

recognition. Because of the limited availability of 

effective samples compared to thousands or even tens 

of thousands of genes in microarray data, many 

computational methods fail to identify a small portion 

of important genes, and it increases learning costs 

and deteriorates learning performance6,7. In general, 

cancer classification for microarray data involves 

data collection, preprocessing, gene selection, and so 

on. The goal of classification is to build efficient and 

effective gene selection methods, which reduce the 

dimensionality of microarray data to improve the 

classification accuracy of cancer gene expression 

datasets[5][6]. The aim of gene selection is to reduce 

the dimensionality of microarray data in order to 

enhance the accuracy of classification task8. Gene 

selection methods can reduce the number of 

irrelevant and noisy genes and select the most related 

genes to improve the classification results, which 

decrease the computational costs and improve the 

cancer classification performance9[7]. 

 

Fig1 Filter Model Approach 

 In the filter model approach a filtering process 

precedes the actual the classification process. For 

each feature a weight value is calculated, and features 

with better weight values are chosen to represent the 

original data set[8]. However, the filter approach 

does not account for interactions between features. 
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The wrapper model approach depends on feature 

addition or deletion to compose subset features, and 

uses evaluation function with a learning algorithm to 

estimate the subset features[9]. This kind of approach 

is similar to an optimal algorithm that searches for 

optimal results in a dimension space [43] [44]. The 

wrapper approach usually conducts a subset search 

with the optimal algorithm, and then a classification 

algorithm is used to evaluate the subset. Particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based 

stochastic optimization technique, which was 

developed in 1995 [10].  

PSO simulates the social behavior of organisms, such 

as birds in a flock or fish in a school, and can be 

described as an automatically evolving system. In 

PSO, each single candidate solution can be 

considered "an individual bird in the flock", that is, a 

particle in the search space. Each particle makes use 

of its own memory and knowledge gained by the 

swarm as a whole to find the best (optimal) solution. 

In 1997 a binary version of PSO (BPSO) [11] to 

solve discrete problems. In BPSO, each particle 

represents its position by either the binary value {0} 

or {1}, and the velocity is treated as a probability 

change of the particle position. However, BPSO has 

the same disadvantage as other evolutionary 

algorithms [45] [46]. After several generations, these 

algorithms tend to easy get trapped in a local 

optimum, which might prevent them from converging 

towards a global optimal solution. In order to 

circumvent the premature convergence at a local 

optimum, we incorporated a simple Boolean 

operation to create a new gBest position[12]. This 

new gBest replaced the original gBest, so that all 

particles were able to leave the local optimal. 

Compared with the filter methods, the wrapper 

models select feature subsets with higher prediction 

accuracy with some search methods, and then their 

results are evaluated by a certain learning 

algorithm33[13]. The search methods in wrapper are 

divided into sequential strategies and random 

strategies [47] [48]. Recently, some wrapper-based 

approaches have been provided and widely applied in 

bioinformatics, such as genetic algorithm34 (GA), 

particle swarm optimization35 (PSO), Ant colony 

optimization36 (ACO), and so on. Although these 

approaches have obtained excellent performance in 

gene expression data analysis, some congenital 

drawbacks still puzzle themselves such as excessive 

computational cost of GA and local optimum of 

PSO36[14]. The ACO algorithm is inspired by the 

behavior of real ants. Since ACO needs no heuristic 

information for searching an optimal minimal subset 

every time, it is especially an attractive approach to 

feature selection37[15]. The ACO-based feature 

selection enables to efficiently balance between 

exploration and exploitation, and then can find more 

important features by taking advantage of the 

parameter adjustment and feature significance38. It 

has intelligent searching, global optimization, 

robustness and positive feedback; so many scholars 

have paid more attention to ACO39. 

Statistical analysis of differentially expressed genes 

helps to assign them to different classes[16]. This 

process improves the understanding of basic 

biological processes in the system. Using the concept 

of technology of microarray gene expression, it is 

possible to study the simultaneous activity of 

thousands of genes. The relative abundance of 

mRNA in the gene can be found by using gene 

expression profiles [17]. Results obtained represent 

the state of the cell. Discriminant analysis of 

microarray data is an excellent tool for medical 

diagnostics of diseases, treatment and prevention[18].  

The main purpose of the classification is to build an 

effective model that can identify differentially 

expressed genes and could also be used to identify 

classes in the unknown samples [19]. Some of the 

challenges in the microarray data are the smallest 

number of training and testing data available, the 

higher dimensionality of the data and the variations 

that could sneak in experiments performed to 

estimate the levels of gene expression. The two main 

tasks in the analysis of gene expression microarray 

are feature Selection and classification.  

To perform the classification process with an 

acceptable level of accuracy, the process of feature 

selection becomes crucial. Microarray gene 

expression data contains hundreds of thousands of 

genes or feature information[20]. Only a small subset 

of genes exhibit strong correlation between them. 

Feature selection is a process that effectively selects 

differentially expressed genes in the dataset and 
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forms a new subset for efficient classification. There 

may be situations in which a low-ranked gene could 

perform well in the rankings and a critical gene could 

be left out in the selection of functions [21]. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Narayana, V.L.  [22] proposed a classification 

algorithm called ID3, which introduces the concept 

of information gain. Information gain is a measure 

based method, which is usually used to select best 

split attributes in decision tree classifiers. The 

measure indicates to what extent the entire data’s 

entropy is reduced, and identifies the value of each 

specific attribute. Each feature basis obtains an 

information gain value, the amount of which is used 

to decide whether the feature is selected or 

deleted[23]. Therefore a threshold value for selecting 

a feature must first established; a feature is selected 

when the information gain value of this feature is 

bigger than the threshold value. 

Relief algorithm is one of the widely applied filter-

based feature selection models and has great 

classification efficiency[24]. In addition, this 

algorithm does not limit data types and can 

effectively deal with nominal or continuous features, 

missing data and noisy tolerance46. The principle of 

this algorithm is that the stronger correlation of 

classification makes the similar samples closer. On 

the contrary, the inhomogeneous samples are kept 

away. 

ACO algorithm is one of the applications of wrapper-

based feature selection methods and a probabilistic 

technique for solving computational problems to 

reduce the search path to find the optimal path 

through graphs, which can be usually used to find an 

optimum subset of features48[25]. The ACO 

algorithm has the strong robustness and the great 

performance on resolving the complex optimization 

problem, and is state-of-the-art for addressing the 

optimization problem of feature selection. It requires 

a problem that can describe a graph, where the nodes 

indicate features with edges among nodes and 

describe the next option of feature49. This optimal 

feature subset search is an ant path through graph 

where the minimum number of the visited nodes is 

suitable with the traversal stopping criterion48[26]. 

Previous studies have proposed hybrid models 

combining the advantage of filter and wrapper 

methods in a single approach [27]. These hybrid 

models employ filter method for initially screening 

out majority of irrelevant features and reducing the 

computational complexity of wrapper method. But 

this affects the performance of hybrid model 

constraining the wrapper method to reply only on 

those features selected by a single filter which may 

screen out some relevant biomarkers even from the 

chance to be considered in the wrapper evaluation 

[28]. Based on the assumption, there is no single 

filter that performs best for any given problem, this 

study considers the decision of ensemble of filters to 

address this problem. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

DNA Microarray technology (also called ‘DNA 

chips’) has become a powerful tool for biologists to 

monitor the gene expression levels within an 

organism [29]. This technology enables researchers 

to simultaneously measure the expression levels of a 

large number of genes. Gene expression data 

generally includes thousands of genes (high 

dimensionality), as well as a small number of 

samples[30]. It also contains numerous irrelevant and 

redundant features. Microarray technology is used 

most within medical fields, in order to learn about 

what causes diseases and how to treat them [31]. 

Researchers have figured out that the mutations in 

DNA may sometimes be the cause for certain 

diseases, like breast cancer. The mutation of certain 

known genes, is known as being the cause for some 

diseases. However, there is no one type of mutation 

that causes all diseases [32]. DNA Microarray data 

analysis is therefore used in order to discover and 

detect general mutations within DNA. Microarray 

gene expression data technology has had a massive 

effect on cancer research. It is a powerful technique 

when it comes to diagnosing and identifying the 

disease genes for human cancers [33]. Moreover, it 

has been vastly used to identified cancer-related 

genes using feature selection methods [34]. 

In gene expression Microarray data analysis, feature 

selection techniques are typically used to find the 

informative genes. Feature selection is how 

differentially expressed genes are discovered [35]. 
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The process of feature selection is also called gene 

prioritisation, or biomarker discovery . Microarray 

data analysis process is challenging task, as there are 

ultimately too few samples, that in turn have too 

many features. The data sparsity of microarray exists 

due to the process of experiments. Many microarray 

data sets have missing values which affects the post-

processing 

PSO is an evolutionary optimization technique based 

on swarm intelligence developed by Kennedy and 

Eberhart in 1995 [36]. Unlike other evolutionary 

algorithms, PSO neither has complicated 

evolutionary operator nor has many parameter for 

tuning and solves the optimization problem 

exploiting the feeding characteristics of animals, 

birds and fish. In recent years, it has proven to solve 

diverse optimization problems with quick 

convergence rate and has attracted much attention of 

many researchers worldwide [37]. PSO algorithm 

starts with a population (called swarm) of random 

solutions. This initial population evolves iteratively 

to find optimal solution for the problem to be 

optimized. Each individual (called particle) in the 

population corresponds to a fitness value determined 

by the function to be optimized and has a velocity, 

which enables them to move through the search 

space. Thus, each particle represented by its position 

and velocity During the optimization, particles keep 

updating its position themselves using its previous 

position and its current velocity. The current velocity 

is determined using two cognitive aspects, individual 

learning (pBest) and learning from a social group 

(gBest) to move towards the global optimal solution 

of the problem. These principles are formulated as 

                                  

 

Algorithm  : PSO  

1. Initialize the population S with solution space;  

2. Repeat:  

a. Evaluate fitness of each particle position (p) using 

objective function  

b. If fitness(p) > pbest then pbest = fitness(p).  

c. Set gbest= best of pbest  

d. Update velocity and position of each particle 

 3. Until convergence is achieved or termination 

criteria are satisfied 4. Final gbest is optimal solution 

def runEML(): 

srhl_tanh=MLPRandomLayer(n_hidden=6,activation

_func='tanh') 

cls = GenELMClassifier(hidden_layer=srhl_tanh) 

dimensions = X_train.shape[1]     

 ps.discrete.BinaryPSO() 

optimizer=ps.discrete.BinaryPSO(n_particles=20,dim

ensions=dimensions,options=options)cost, pos = 

optimizer.optimize(fx.sphere, iters=10)   

 X_selected_features = X_train[:,b==1] 

 text.insert(END,"Total features after applying PSO : 

"+str(len(X_selected_features))+"\n\n") 

cls.fit(X_train, y_train) 

text.insert(END,"Prediction Results\n\n")  

 prediction_data = prediction(X_test, cls)  

 eml_acc = cal_accuracy(y_test, 

prediction_data,'ELM & PSO Algorithm Accuracy, 

Classification Report & Confusion Matrix')  

To evaluate the weight values of genes for samples 

more effectively, all selected samples in the same 

class and the different class cover the entire sample 

dataset as evenly as possible. Since the samples used 

in the each iteration are all randomly selected, the 

sample points selected randomly may not be exactly 

the same as the ReliefF algorithm runs each time, 

even if the training samples are the same. It follows 

that the weight values of genes will take on 
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fluctuation. To solve this issue, the average distance 

among k nearest or k non-nearest neighbor samples 

estimates a quantitative representation of the 

difference among samples, and many more samples 

are selected such that it is closer to the actual 

situation of the samples. It can be observed from 

Definitions 1 and 2 that the weight fluctuations are 

efficient, and then the calculation will be more 

accurate. 

Note that when the weight of the important gene 

becomes larger, it is easily separated from the others 

and helpful to be selected by the ReliefF algorithm. 

Meanwhile, when decreasing the distance between 

the same samples, the distance between the different 

samples will be increased, so that the difference of 

weights is very obvious. In order to obtain the more 

stable results in emergencies, a new distance 

coefficient is proposed to further reduce the 

instability during calculations. 

The wrapper approach concept involves using 

learning techniques to select the optimal feature 

subset [38]. The model hypothesis combines with the 

classifier in the search space, in order to reach a more 

accurate classification result. The wrapper 

technique’s quality is gauged by the specific 

classifier’s accuracy. The wrapper approach typically 

uses evolutionary or bio-inspired algorithms, in order 

to guide the search process [39]. It first starts with a 

population of the solution, also known as a feature 

subset. Next, the features subset is evaluated via the 

learning strategy, based on the fitness function. 

Usually, the existence of a different iteration is used, 

in order to improve the result. The wrapper approach 

typically requires high computational costs, along 

with a higher risk of overfitting, while it then shows a 

better performance than the filter approach [40]. 

 

Figure 2. Hybrid filter and wrapper model feature selection method 

A correlation based heuristic evaluation function is 

used to compute the correlation coefficient using the 

Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS). It 

overcomes the disadvantage of univariate filter 

approaches that does not take into account the 

interaction between features [15][16]. The 

identification ability of each of the attributes is used 

to evaluate a subset of attributes. A multivariate 

approach is effective in identifying the correlation 

that exists among the different genes in the dataset 

[17]. Pearsons correlation coefficient is very sensitive 

to the presence of outliers and noise[18]. The 
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relationship between variables (Genes) can be 

measured by the process of correlation [2]. The linear 

relationship between two variables in best described 

in statistics using correlation coefficient or Pearson 

Product Moment Correlation (PPMC). 

Formula for calculating Pearson correlation between 

features xi and yi is given in (1) 

                Correlation = ∑(xi – mean(xi)*yi-mean(yi) / n*SD(xi)*SD(yi))                    (1)  

Pearson correlation coefficient between attributes 

is found out. Attributes having low inter-correlation 

are selected [19]. The WEKA tool is used to 

implement CFS. The selected genes were used to 

study the different types of cancer. The attributes 

exhibit high correlation if the value of correlation 

coefficient lies between 0.5 and 1 and is said to be 

less correlated if its value lies between 0.3 and 

0.5[27].  

Particle Swarm Optimization 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a stochastic 

evolutionary algorithm based on a population, on the 

basis of adequate socio-psychological principles to 

solve engineering problems based on several 

variables. Swarm Intelligence is embedded in this 

method. It involves the concept of sharing of 

information that is simulated by bio inspired 

behavior.  It allows particles to acquire benefits based 

on discoveries and previous experience, while 

looking for food. For applications based on PSO, 

each particle that flies through the search space 

represents a candidate solution.  

The position of a particle is biased by the best 

position visited using their own knowledge and 

position of the particle considered by a better 

knowledge of neighboring particles. When the 

neighborhood is a swarm of particles, the particle is 

said to be the world's best particles. The global 

optimum is measured by a fitness function which 

varies as a function of the optimization problem [20]. 

Each particle in the swarm is represented by the 

following uniqueness:  

xi: current position of the ith 

particle,  

vi: current velocity of the ith 

particle,  

pi: best previous position of the ith 

particle,  

gbest: global best particle in its 

neighborhood.  

The personal best position of particle i is the best 

position experienced by the particle so far. If f is the 

objective function, the personal best of a particle, at 

time step ∆t is calculated as:  

 

  pi(∆t+1) =        pi(∆t)            if f(xi(∆t+1)>= f(pi(∆t)) 

                         xi(∆t+1)        if f(xi(∆t+1)< f(pi(∆t))    

If gbest denotes the global best particle, it is given as:  

gbest(∆t) C {p0,p1,....ps} = min{f(p0(∆t), f(p1(∆t),.... f(ps(∆t))     

where s is the size of the entire swarm.  
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The numbers of particles are initialized at random 

locations that correspond to feature subsets and then 

swarm towards promising areas via the global best 

solution so far and each particle’s local best. The 

smallest subset with maximum quality is returned.  

4. RESULTS 

Microarray gene expression data suffers from the 

problems of missing values due to several 

experimental reasons. The lymphoma dataset used for 

our study suffers from this problem. In order to solve 

this issue, preprocessing is performed on the raw 

dataset using the impute method. In this case, the 

missing values are treated using the ‘mode’ statistical 

operation wherein the missing values are filled with 

the value that occurs more often in the dataset. This 

imputed data is then subjected to feature selection 

and classification to achieve better classifier 

accuracy. 

 

Two types of biomedical datasets were used in the 

present study to investigate how the feature selection 

methods respond to different data structures. The 

effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed 

intelligent hybrid feature selection method was 

evaluated over six benchmark cancer datasets of 

microarray gene expression data. 
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Fig 3: Results of proposed Method 

Table 1. human gene expression dataset 

 

Table 1. Number of Genes selected using proposed hybrid method 

Name of the dataset Number of Genes in raw dataset Number of genes selected by 

proposed method 

SRBCT 2308 75 

Lymphoma 4026 286 

MLL 12582 1524 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Experimental results showed that the proposed 

method simplified gene selection and the total 

number of parameters needed effectively, thereby 

obtaining a higher classification accuracy compared 

to other feature selection methods. The classification 

accuracy obtained by the proposed method was 

higher than other methods for all six test problems. In 

the future, the proposed method can assist in further 

research where feature selection needs to be 
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implemented. It can potentially be applied to 

problems in other areas as well. The 10-fold cross 

validation was used to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the proposed model and results were compared with 

five recent recommended hybrid feature selection 

approaches in literature. Experimental results 

confirms the superior performance and stability of the 

proposed hybrid model over other existing methods 

in terms of the accurate cancer classification and the 

number of genes selected. Thus the proposed model 

could be utilized as an efficient tool to reduce gene 

dimensionality in microarray data analysis. The 

proposed method significantly reduces the number of 

genes needed for classification and has also 

contributed to the improvement in classifier accuracy. 

The proposed method has greater scope of 

application to problems in other domains in future 

and  this research will be extended to investigate the 

applicability of proposed model with other high 

dimensional datasets and improve the efficiency in 

terms of computational complexity.     In this work, 

the classifier accuracy of the proposed hybrid 

approach that combines the correlation coefficient 

with particle swarm optimization.. It is evident that 

the extreme learning machines classifier produces 

more or comparatively better accuracy than the other 

tree based classifiers available in literature. The 

proposed hybrid method that has higher potential in 

aiding further research in the area of feature selection 

simplified the process of gene selection which is 

evident from the experimental results. The proposed 

method significantly reduces the number of genes 

needed for classification and has also contributed to 

the improvement in classifier accuracy. The proposed 

method has greater scope of application to problems 

in other domains in future. 
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